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Introduction

Current juvenile justice programs fail to 
rehabilitate youth or promote public 

safety

Every youth prison in the country should be 
closed and replaced with small 
community-based programs
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Harvard’s Kennedy School and the Annie E. Casey Foundation recently completed a systematic review research in developmental psychology and criminology along with an analysis of the widespread reports of abuse in juvenile facilities.  Our overriding conclusion is that the youth prison model should be replaced with a continuum of community-based programs and, for the very few youth who require secure confinement, smaller homelike facilities that prioritize age-appropriate rehabilitationNOT SAYING NO ONE SHOULD BE IN LOCKED CUSTODYInstead, need to take this watershed opportunity to design a system that is more effective, more informed by evidence of what works, more likely to protect public safety, more developmentally appropriate, more humane and more community and family focused.Closing these failed institutions will require a clear-headed, common-sense, bi-partisan policy approach to replace them with effective alternatives.
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History of Youth Confinement in the U.S.

 Youth justice programs have historically been 
modeled after adult penitentiaries

 170 years ago: First “reformatories” emerge as 
“humane” alternative to poorhouses, prisons
 Developed to control “unruly youth, immigrants”
 Abuse common from the outset
 Rebranded by Progressives as “reform schools”

 ‘90’s “Superpredator Era” (Peaks at 109,000 in 
‘99)
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Rapid urbanization – rural and foreign youth into cities, running the streets while their parents worked long hours at sweat shops and in factoriesNew role for government – primary form of social control was the family prior to that point, now, parens patriae, or state as parent, to meet threat from ungovernable youth in alien families whose morals and child rearing methods were in doubt.Scandalous abuses and poor public safety outcomes from the beginning – replicating the ills that plague them and their bigger cousin – the penitentiary – to this day.  Whippings and isolation, leasing youth out to harsh working conditions.80s and 90s, “tough on crime” era stoked by researchers like James Allen Fox and John DiIulio who seemed to be competing for the quote of the week.  Fox predicted a “bloodbath in about 10 years” and DiIulio  said that there would be “270,000 more young predators on the streets” requiring 150,000 more correctional beds.  These pronouncements were wrapped in racialized themes, some barely disguised, some not disguised at all.  DiIulio wrote, for example, “the black kids who inspirefear seem not merely unrecognizable but alien”  further stating that “all that’s left of the black community in some pockets of urban America is deviant, delinquent and criminal adults surrounded by severely abused and neglected children, virtually all of whom were born out of wedlock.”  To this dystopian assessment he added his most durable epithet, branding America’s youth as “a rising tide of juvenile superpredators.”Done their damage.  Legislatures responded in kind, every state in the union made it easier to try juveniles in adult court and the number of kids in youth prisons peaked at 109,000 in 1999, despite the fact that juvenile crime had begun a sharp decline in 1994.  Violent crime down 68% since then, youth homicides down 83%.  We’re digging out from that mischaracterization of youth as irredeemable thugs with far too many states still clinging to their youth prison model to this day.branded as “reform schools” by Progressives after the founding of the juvenile court, commitments actually rose.



An Inherently Flawed Model

 Youth are developmentally different 
from adults

 To mature, youth need:
 Modeling of prosocial behavior
 Opportunity for decision-making, critical thinking
 Positive adult-youth interactions
 Pathway to success (marriage and stable employment)

 Opposite of what they receive in youth prisons
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Brains not fully mature until much further than originally thoughtMaturation is delayed by traumatic brain injury which some studies show 50-60% of youth entering corrections have sufferedMore volatile in emotionally charged settingsMore susceptible to peer influenceLess future-orientedGreater risk-takers (esp in presence of peers)Emphasis on confinement and control fails to adequately address youth needsConfinement & control  exacerbate trauma & limit learningHinders chance of stable marriage, career path employment Prisons can be criminogenic



High Costs, Negative Outcomes

 Average cost: $146,302/year (Justice Policy 
Institute, 2015)

 Lifelong negative individual & societal costs
 Lost future earnings (and associated tax revenue)
 Higher spending on Medicaid, Medicare
 70-80% of youth rearrested within 2-3 years
 More sophisticated research shows higher rearrests, 

school failure, exacerbated mental illness, lowered 
employment prospects
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 Example of cost overrun:Connecticut Juvenile Training School250-cell facility, $53 million annual budgetHouses only 43 boysIn several states like NY and California, we found that the stubborn resistance of facilities to closure drove up per youth costs as facility pops declined so several states now top ¼ million per youth per year.�Justice Policy Institute. (2015). Factsheet: The Tip of the Iceberg: What Taxpayers Pay to Incarcerate Youth. Washington, DC: Justice Policy Institute.[70-80% figure] Mendel, R.A. (2015). Maltreatment of Youth in U.S. Juvenile Corrections Facilities: An Update. Baltimore, MD: Annie E. Casey Foundation. [CT School] Kovner, J. (2016). “State begins search for new juvenile jail location.” The Hartford Courant. 



Racial Disparities in Youth Imprisonment
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White Hispanic American Indian Black

Youth Residing in U.S. Juvenile Detention, Correctional and/or 
Residential Facilities, 2013
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Black youth 4.7x white youth, native American youth 3.3x higher, Latino youth 1.7 times higher, Asian youth 30% more frequently.African-American vs. white youth confinement disparity particularly high in certain statesNH: 36.5x white youthNJ: 25.3x white youthWI: 16.3x white youthAboriginal pops in northern territory make up 95% of confined youth/14 times the rate of white youth.Disparities in U.S.  growing in youth system as pops decline.�Strong evidence of unwarranted disparities at some stage of juvenile justice processingEffects are cumulative and worsening�Evidence of bias: Study finds more negative views of youth of colorProbation officers ascribe black youth delinquency to attitudinal/personality traitsWhite youth delinquency result of external issues beyond their control



U.S. Leads on Youth Incarceration Rate
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Jandl, M. (2016, March 1). “UN-CTS inquiry II” (personal communication). United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, email to research assistant. 



Systemic or Recurring Maltreatment, 1970-2015

Mendel (2015). See aecf.org
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This slide Casey Foundation two reports showed all but 5 states with evidence of systemic or recurring youth maltreatment between 1970 and 2015, many repeatedly, many recently2008, Associated press surveyed every agency overseeing youth in confinement in the U.S.   From 2004 – 2007, 13,000 allegations of physical or sexual abuse in facilities housing 46,000 youth.2012 DOJ survey of youth in custody revealed one in 8 reported being sexually assaulted over the preceding year



Don Dale Youth Detention Centre

https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/video/2016/jul/26/four-corners-
shows-boy-being-stripped-by-northern-territory-detention-staff-video
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Rikers Island, New York City

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pPovQSiwCbQ
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Challenges to Reform

Reformers come and reformers go. State institutions 
carry on. Nothing in their history suggests they can 
sustain reform, no matter what money, what staff, 
and programs are pumped into them. The same crises 
that have plagued them for 150 years intrude today. 
Though the cast may change, the players go on 
producing failure. 

—Jerome G. Miller 
Former Massachusetts Secretary of the 

Department of Youth Services 
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MA: Sec. of the Dept. of Youth Services Jerome Miller attempted to create more humanized living environments, peer-centered strategies  intense opposition [Quoted from Miller, J.G. (1991). Last One Over the Wall: The Massachusetts Experiment in Closing Reform Schools. Columbus, OH: Ohio State University Press. ] Staff sabotage and political pressure opposing reform and facility closureAn incarceration program is not an employment program... [We] don’t put other people in juvenile justice facilities to give some people jobs. —New York Governor Andrew Cuomo �Correctional historian David Rothman: “When custody meets care, custody always wins” [in Newsweek staff. (1994, December 12). “The Orphanage.” Newsweek. ]Found similar sabatoge or resistance to reform in my work in DC, which I’ll describe below.



Chapter 1: 
“I wouldn’t kennel my dog at Oak Hill.”



David Y. Lee for Public Welfare Foundation
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Chapter 2: Bringing a 
little bit of 

Missouri to DC
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Chapter 3: A New Beginning



David Y. Lee for Public Welfare Foundation
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Four “R’s” of Closing Youth Prisons

Reduce the pipeline into youth prisons 
Reform the culture that wrongly assumes 

locking up kids makes us safer
Replace youth prisons with small, homelike 

facilities because youth prisons don’t work 
and harm young people

Reinvest savings into a range of 
community services, supports and 
opportunities
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California (Reduce, Reform, Reinvest)Missouri (Replace)New York City (Reduce, Reform, Replace, Reinvest)Ohio (Reduce, Reform, Reinvest)Texas (Reduce, Reinvest)Virginia (Reduce, Reform, Replace, Reinvest)Washington, DC (Reduce, Reform, Replace, Reinvest)ReduceLimit commitment to most serious offensesDevelop continuum of youth facilities to meet varied youth needs, emphasizing small homelike settingsClose youth prisonsReform:Focus: Achieving positive outcomes for every youth through prosocial, developmentally appropriate programsPrinciples:Encourage contact with prosocial peersKeep youth close to homeEngage and involve familiesProvide opportunities, structures for healthy developmentDevelop decision-making and critical thinking skillsReplaceReplace youth prisons with small, non-correctional programsCaring, trained staff implement programming to boost developmentMissouri modelReplaced prisons with small, local treatment-oriented programs 6.6% recidivism to juvenile justice systemShift from correctional system management to dept. social servicesReinvest dollars saved from closing prisons into community-based alternatives�Evaluate programs to ensure youth actually receiving servicesBroad popular support: 79% support juvenile diversion from corrections and reinvestment in probation, alternatives (Pew, 2015)



Texas Tough?
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In 2007, horrible sex scandal in Texas Youth Commission, TX legislature acted forcefully.Banned misdemeanants from confinementLimited stays to 19th birthdaySaved $150 millionappropriated $57 million n 2007; and additional $50 million in 2009Over the next six years, closed eight youth prisonsSo, what was the result of the Texas reforms? 



38

Less Incarceration, More Safety
Percentage Change in Adult and Youth Incarceration and Arrests

Texas, 2007-2013 

Source: BJS Prisoners in 2007, 2013; OJJDP
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Key pointsYouth detention significantly decreased far more than adult imprisonmentYouth crime decreased more than adult crimeAsk: Can this be done elsewhere?Start date of reformIn 2007, the Texas Legislature appropriated $57 million over the biennium to local juvenile probation departments to serve misdemeanants that omnibus legislation (Senate Bill 103) no longer permitted to be confined to state-secure facilities; then in 2009, counties were given an additional $50 million over the biennium So, what was the result of the Texas reforms? From 2007-2013, the time period we have solid data for, Texas' reforms reduced youth incarceration by 38% (click).  
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Less Incarceration, More Safety
Percentage Change in Adult and Youth Incarceration and Arrests

Texas, 2007-2013 

Source: BJS Prisoners in 2007, 2013; OJJDP
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During that time, youth arrests dropped by a remarkable 49% [click]. 
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Less Incarceration, More Safety
Percentage Change in Adult and Youth Incarceration and Arrests

Texas, 2007-2013 

Source: BJS Prisoners in 2007, 2013; OJJDP
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By comparison, during that time, Texas' adult prison population declined by 2% [click]
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Less Incarceration, More Safety
Percentage Change in Adult and Youth Incarceration and Arrests

Texas, 2007-2013 

Source: BJS Prisoners in 2007, 2013; OJJDP
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and adult crime declined by a much more modest 8% [click].  Put another way, youth incarceration in Texas declined at 19 times of the rate at which adult incarceration declined, driven by policies enacted by the legislature and signed into law by the governor, but youth arrests declined five times as much as adult arrests anyway.”It’s a reasonable question to ask: Can this be done elsewhere?



For more
information
Vincent_Schiraldi@hks.harvard.edu

Web page: 
https://www.hks.harvard.edu/programs/criminaljustice
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